Terms and Conditions
Clear terms and conditions are the basis for problem free cooperation.
SimpsonTrans

1) Price for translation from Czech into English, including proofreading
240 CZK/SP/within 3 days
300 CZK/SP/within 24 hrs

2) Price for only English text proofreading
85 CZK/SP








Prices are calculated according to the number of standard pages (SP) of the resulting
text.
One standard page is 1,800 characters, including spaces.
The number of standard pages (SP) of the resulting text will be rounded up to one
decimal place.
We can provide a qualified estimate of the final price upon request.
Proofreading of all texts is by a native speaker.
The price for translation of technical documentation may be subject to a surcharge.
We reserve the right to payment of a deposit of 50 % of the estimated final price for
translation / proofreading with a price higher than 10,000 CZK.

3) Invoicing details
Address:
Paul Michael Simpson
SimpsonTrans
Stonařov 358
588 33 Stonařov
Czech Republic
Company ID (IČ): 75763966
Natural person registered in the trade register, file No. 370701-38926
Trade certificate issued by Jihlava City Municipality, 13.12.2004
Bank: Raiffeisen Bank, Jihlava, Bank account No.: 1014048210/5500
Variable symbol: invoice number
I am not a VAT payer, all prices are final.
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Invoicing is on a monthly basis, unless agreed otherwise.
The invoice is issued on the first day of the following month for the amount
corresponding to the total volume of orders in the previous month. The invoice will list
all orders under the client’s registration number.
Invoices are due within 21 days from the date of issue, unless agreed otherwise.
Invoices are sent electronically by e-mail.

4) Confidentiality agreements can be concluded upon request.

Paul a Jana Simpson, SimpsonTrans, Stonařov 358, PSČ: 588 33 Stonařov, Czech Republic
Tel: +420 608205751 (Paul) +420 775361788 (Jana)
Email: simpsontrans@yahoo.com

www.simpsontrans.cz
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